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Let A and B be modules over the ring Z of all integers. In this 
paper, we shall define a new homomorphism 

T: B ® z Hom z (^ , Q/Z) -+ Extl(A, B) 

by T(b®h)=bE0h> for each b®h&B®zHomz(A1 Q/Z) and check 
the properties of T, where EQ: 0-+Z—+Q—+Q/Z—Ï0 is the familiar exact 
sequence and Q is the field of all rational numbers. 

For convenience, in sequel we shall use ®, Horn and Ext for ®z, 
Horns and Ext]?, respectively, and A, B as Z-modules. 

The idea of this paper was obtained from a suggestion of Professor 
S. MacLane. I would like to express my gratitude to him for kind 
help and guidance. 

The detailed definition of F is described by the diagram with each 
commutative square 

bEQh: Q~>B > D2 > A »0(exact) 

b Î push-out f || 

0—>Z >Dt > A >0(exact) 

|| | pull-back I h 

E0: 0 -> Z > Q > Q/Z • O(exact) 

for each &®&£5®HomC4, Q/Z), where &EJ3 is a homomorphism 
from Z to B such that 6(1) =6 . 

By the standard methods as in [3] we know that for bi (i = 0, 1, 2) 
in B and hi (* = 0, 1, 2) in Hom(4 , Q/Z) (bi+b2)Eoho = biEoho+b2Eoh0, 
boEo(hi+h2)=zbQEohi+boEoh2. Furthermore, for each ƒ: A2-+A1 and 
g: BI—ÏBÏ, where Ai ( i= 1, 2) and Bi ( i= 1, 2) are Z-modules, we get 
the Z-homomorphisms 

&: Hom( i 1 } Q/Z) -* Hom( i 2 , Q/Z), f*E: Ext(Au B) -> Ext(At, B) 

g*E: Ext(A, Bt)-+Ext(A, B2) 

and in this case we also know that for each b ® hiEB ® Horn(-41, Q/Z) 
and bi®hEBi®Hom(A9 Q/Z) 
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